
SYDNEY BAIL
Can you please tell me what you mean hy
the title of your new s*ies,Infinex?
Idnexis a word I associate with infnite as a
meaning with boundless possibiJities, Iight,
means [and] Clrrantity.

The rclationship between forms (and
colour) has dways been important in your
work. In the Infinex ser,'eg these forms are
individu ally sh ap e d c anv ases.

Like my modular [and] installation #orks of 1968
these new modular shapes use the negative'. k
background wall space but in a more assertive
way. They cut into the shape structure to
become shapes in their ovrrn right. For me,
they are an affirmation of non-objective colour
painting that looks toward a new pictorial
language and one which connects absfiact
painting to its history

How has working in smallershapes affected
the outcome? Are the possibilities infinite?
The possibilities of working this way are infinite
and a means to expand scale more readily. The
variations give a continual coherent unity of form
and colour, synthesising new ways for a colour
abstrachon continuum. Like the Stnrcfure sedes
these new works reiy on architectonic form, with
reference to architects Zaha Hadid and Frank
Gehry, whose individual forms are related to
each other in a variety of combinations.

The intellec,tual rigour of your abstraction
has always remained constant:'But have
you ever felt you'd painted yourself into a
comer?
The reason I've never felt I have "painted myself
into a corner" is that I work in series. (What is
jmportant in aI the colour abstraction that I am
doing and have done is colour, this provides
the basis for all the work. Shape, structwe and
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process, while obviously important, remain
secondary to the importance of colour.

You have become knovvn as the father of
colour field painting in Australia. Are new
abstract artists in Austalia doing anything
different?
I'm pleased to be recognised as havrng made -

a contribution to colour abstrachon and in
particular colour fie]d painting in Australia. My
work operates urithin the context of American
forma-list discourse and moderniim and in this
regard explores an expansive theory as different
from EngLish and European colour painting,
which has colour secondary to supporting a
cubist structwe.

The shows that I have seen grive me
confidence that the younger abstract artists
are working through a revision of modemist
[and] formal techniques and, in tum, relating
to a more historical, conceptual and theoretical
relationship between abstract colour painting in
a postmodemrst context.

Does literature- philosophy and poetry for
instance - informyou work? Who or what
do you read?
I have just read the book on the German colourist
Blinky Palermo. A.lso, the splendid cataiogue
for the exhibition Paths to Absrjaction atthe
Art Gal1ery of New South Wales. I have recently
finished re-rqading Brian O'Doherty's book
Ameican Masters: The Wofu and the Myth,
as well as Barbara Rose's book on Helen
Fran}enthaler, and Thomas Hess's catalogue
on Barnett Neurman.

hue Gibson

Sydney Ball's Infaex series will be exhibited at
Sullivan+Stiumpf Fine Art in Sydaey ftom 7 to 24
Apnl2011. a.

Studio shot of SydneyBd)'s Infinex #8,2070.
Acrylic on calvm. couRTEsy: THE ARTIST AND
SULLIVAN+STRUMPF FINE ART. SYDNEY
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